MRI findings in a case of canine tick born meningoencephalomyelitis
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Summary
Tick borne encephalitis virus (TBE) is an endemic infectious agent in northeastern Switzerland causing mainly meningoencephalomyelitis in dogs. We report a canine case of tick born meningoencephalomyelitis resulting in flaccid tetraplegia and, subsequently, fatal respiratory failure. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) demonstrated intra-axial bilateral, symmetric, and hyperintense lesions in T2-weighted and Fluid Attenuated Inversion Recovery (FLAIR) sequences affecting thalamus, basal nuclei, cerebral white matter and ventral horns of the caudal cervical spine. These radiological findings overlap those described during flavivirus encephalitis affecting human beings. These lesions in MRI and diffusion weighted images correlated with areas of vasogenic edema detected histopathologically. In endemic regions, clinicians should be aware that bilateral symmetrical hyperintense thalamic lesions in T2WI can be suggestive of flavivirus infection in dogs with encephalitis.
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Introduction
Central European Tick Borne Encephalitis (TBE) virus is a flavivirus that is transmitted to dogs, human beings, horses, sheep (Pavlov, 1968) and goats (Zindel and Wyler, 1983) by tick bite (Ixodes ricinus). Dogs are highly susceptible to TBE virus infection, but rarely symptomatic (Pfeffer and Dobler, 2011). In Switzerland several endemic areas exist (Krech, 2002) and cases of TBE in dogs have been described in the past (Tipold, 1993). Because of high seroprevalence and rapid viral clearance ante mortem diagnosis can be challenging. In people, MRI has been used to support the diagnosis and specific features for TBE infection have been reported (Alkadhi and Kollias, 2000; Horger et al., 2012). In this report we describe MRI findings in a case of TBE and their histopathological correlation.

Clinical description and neurological examination
A nine-year-old male Cocker spaniel was referred to the Small Animal Clinic, University of Zurich in April 2012 for neurological evaluation. Clinical signs consisted of anorexia, fever and progressive tetraparesis since 10 days. At physical examination, the dog was febrile (40.5 °C), obtunded, and non-ambulatory flaccid tetraparetic, with
more severe involvement of the front limbs and absent proprioception in all 4 limbs. The dog had severe hyperpigmentation of the cornea due to chronic keratoconjunctivitis sicca precluding evaluation of menace response and pupillary light reflex. Examination of the remaining cranial nerves was normal. The segmental spinal reflexes in the thoracic limbs were severely decreased, whilst reflexes in the pelvic limbs were normal. No pain was detected on palpation along the entire dorsal spinous processes of the vertebral column. Based upon these findings, a multifocal lesion was suspected with major involvement of the cervical intumescence.

Haematology revealed lymphopenia, while serum biochemistry was normal. Electrodiagnostic was performed under general anaesthesia. Electromyography confirmed the clinical localization detecting widespread fibrillation potentials and positive sharp waves in appendicular musculature with the thoracic limbs displaying much denser pathological discharges than the pelvic limbs. Motor nerve conduction velocity of the ulnar nerve was severely reduced (proximal portion: 3.8 m/s; distal portion: 8.2 m/s Ref: 49.4 – 86.9 m/s). Motor nerve conduction velocity of the sciatic nerve was only mildly reduced (55 m/s Ref: 75.2 – 115.0 m/s). F-wave ratio of the ulnar nerve (stimulated at the elbow) was elevated (1.2 Ref: 0.66 +/-0.12).

**Imaging findings**

Thoracic radiographs and abdominal ultrasound were unremarkable. MRI of the cervical spine including the brachial plexus was performed with the dog in general anaesthesia and dorsal recumbency with a 3 Tesla system (Philips Ingenia), with dStream HeadNeckSpine Coil Solution (Philips AG, 8027 Zurich, Switzerland). This study included FSE (Fast Spin Echo) T2-weighted sequences (T2W) in transverse, dorsal and sagittal planes; FSE T1-weighted sequences (T1W) in transverse plane before and after intravenous administration 0.1 mmol/kg of gadopentetate dimeglumine (Magnevist, Bayer HealthCare Pharmaceuticals); and SPIR (SPectral Inversion Recovery) in dorsal plane. At this time, the study did not reveal any abnormalities affecting the spinal cord, nerve roots, vertebral bodies and paravertebral soft tissues.

**Cerebro spinal fluid (CSF) analysis**

A cisternal CSF tap was collected at the end of the MRI investigation. A lymphocytic pleocytosis with elevated total protein was found (66 cells, 180 mg/dl total protein). Serology of *Toxoplasma gondii*, *Neospora canis* and *Encephalitozoon cuniculi* was negative. In contrast, the tick born encephalitis virus – Enzyme-linked Immunosorbent Assay (Labor Alomed, D-78304 Radolfzell/Boden-see) from cerebrospinal fluid was positive (100 U/L, reference: < 5 UI).

**Clinical outcome and MRI follow-up**

Despite intensive physiotherapy and supportive care, the flaccid paresis progressed over the next 10 days until involving the neck muscle and, subsequently, the dog developed respiratory failure. A follow up MRI was performed 10 days after the first MRI. This study included the same sequences as the previous study for the cervical spine region, and FSE-T2W, FLAIR (Fluid Attenuation Inversion recovery, T2-weighted), FSE-T1W in the 3 orthogonal planes and diffusion-weighted (DWI) sequences in the transverse plane were added for examining the brain. Bilateral and symmetric intra-axial lesions, affecting the thalamus (with well-defined, rather round shaped), as well as the cerebral white matter and basal nuclei were observed. These lesions were hyperintense in T2W and FLAIR sequences compared to white matter (Fig. 1), and...
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**Figure 1**: T2-weighted transverse (a) and FLAIR transverse (b) images of the brain at the level of the thalamus. Bilateral and symmetric hyperintense lesions are seen affecting the thalamic region. Note the lack of mass effect.
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**Figure 2**: Pre-contrast T1-weighted (a) and post-contrast T1-weighted (b) transverse images at the same level as Figure 1. The lesions are slightly isointense in T1W when compared to gray matter (a). No evidence of contrast enhancement is seen (b).
slightly hypointense in T1W without contrast uptake (Fig. 2). The lesions did not show mass effect. The lesions were of high signal intensity when compared to gray matter in DWI and rather isointense in the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) map (Fig. 3). The remaining intra- and extra-axial structures of cranial cavity were normal. Subtle hyperintense T2W lesions compared to normal spinal cord grey matter were seen affecting the ventral horns of the gray matter at the level of C7 spinal segment, which were not present in the first MRI examination. These lesions were bilateral and symmetrical.

Pathological examination

After the follow up MRI study the dog was humanely euthanized due to poor prognosis and a complete necropsy was performed. No abnormalities were detected on macroscopical examination. Brain, spinal cord and tissue samples from the peripheral nerves were fixed by immersion in 4% neutral buffered formaldehyde. Representative tissue samples were processed, embedded in paraffin, sectioned at 5 μm and stained with haematoxylin and eosin (HE). Histologically, there was diffuse vacuolization of the brain most prominent in the basal nuclei, internal capsule, cerebral white matter, thalamus (Fig. 4) and midbrain, matching with T2WI and FLAIR hyperintense signals on the second MRI. Additionally, mild to moderate multifocal neuronal and axonal degeneration/necrosis associated with the activation of microglia and presence of glial nodules (neuronophagia) was observed in the spinal cord (mainly affecting the ventral horns), brainstem, lateral vestibular nucleus, thalamus, red nucleus, basal nuclei and cerebral cortex. Multifocal gliosis and axonal degeneration was also present in the white matter. These lesions were accompanied by multifocal and mild lymphoplasmacytic and histiocytic perivascular infiltrates and meningitis. Central nerve roots showed multifocal Wallerian type degeneration with digestion chamber containing axonal and myelin fragments, myelinophages and schwann cell proliferation. In summary, histological findings were consistent with a viral infection of brain and spinal cord complicated by a vasogenic edema in the brain. Immunohistochemistry for tick born encephalitis virus showed mild granular positivity in axons and in glial cells of the cerebral cortex and spinal cord.

Discussion

The dog here described showed a biphasic clinical course as it is usually described in human TBE with a first phase of influenza-like symptoms, followed by a short remission (1–3 days) and an abrupt transition to meningitis or, in more severe cases, meningoencephalitis, myelitis and/or radiculitis. Motor neuron deficits like in the present case have been described in 37% of dogs with TBE (Leschnik et al., 2002). However, tick borne encephalitis – antibodies have been detected in both clinically healthy dogs and those with central nervous system inflammatory diseases (Reiner, 2002). In this case necropsy was consistent with viral encephalitis and immunohistochemistry showed a mild positive reaction for tick borne encephalitis virus. The mild reaction can be explained by rapid seropositivity of CSF and consecutive virus clearance (Weissenboeck et al., 1998).

The signal changes visible on MRI correlate well to those reported in people with tick borne encephalitis infection (Alkadhi and Kollias, 2000; Horger et al., 2012). The most common affected area in people is the thalamus, but also basal nuclei, brain stem, cerebellum and caudate nuclei (Alkadhi and Kollias, 2000; Horger et al., 2012). TBE has predilection for the anterior (motor) horn, where the lesions are also bilateral and symmetric (Bender et al., 2005; Horger et al., 2012), again consistent with the findings seen in the patient reported here. However, only in
20% of cases MRI reveals abnormalities in people affected with TBE (Kaiser, 1999; Bender et al., 2005). A delay in time from the onset of neurological signs and detectable MRI abnormalities has been suggested (Alkadhi and Kollias, 2000). This applies most likely to the case herein reported, where lesions in the spinal cord were not seen in the first magnet resonance imaging study. These signal intensity changes matched with the histopathologically detectable vasogenic edema. This was further confirmed by DWI, where the lesions were hyperintense in DWI and isointense in the ADC map, a non-restrictive pattern; which may be compatible with edema or inflammation. DWI can distinguish between cytotoxic, vasogenic and interstitial edema, since cytotoxic edema shows a clear restrictive pattern. These findings are also in agreement with those reported in people (Marjelund et al., 2004; Horger et al., 2012).

The pathogenesis of the lesions caused by the TBE virus in humans is not clear: infiltration of inflammatory cells are believed to be responsible for the structural changes (Alkadhi and Kollias, 2000), but histopathological conformation in humans is lacking. Vasogenic edema as it is seen in our patient would also correlate with the imaging findings in humans.

Differential diagnosis of bilateral symmetric lesions include metabolic or nutritional, degenerative diseases, and toxicities. Metabolic and nutritional diseases that are described to cause bilateral symmetrical lesions of the brain are osmotic myelinolysis (O’Brien et al., 1994), hepatic encephalopathy (Torisu et al., 2005) and thiamine deficiency (Garosi et al., 2003).

Subacute necrotizing polioencephalopathy of Alaskan Huskies (Brenner et al., 2000) or L-2-hydroxyglutaric aciduria in Staffordshire terrier (Abramson et al., 2003) and Yorkshire Terriers (Baiker et al., 2009) are examples of degenerative disorders associated with symmetric lesions of either gray or white matter of the nervous system. Clinical findings, bloodwork and CSF examination were suggestive for an inflammatory CNS disease making meningoencephalomyelitis of autoimmune or infectious origin most important clinical differential diagnosis; however, they tend to have more asymmetric distribution.

In conclusion, in cases of encephalitis living in endemic areas or coming back from endemic ones where MRI reveals bilateral symmetric lesions, particularly affecting thalamus and ventral horn of the spinal cord, the possibility of flavivirus infection, such as TBE, should be considered as an important differential to the known degenerative and metabolic nutritional diseases that are presented with such imaging features.
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